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Abstract—We study achievable rates of reliable communication
in a power-constrained two-way additive interference channel
over the real alphabet where communication is disrupted by a
power-constrained jammer. This models the wireless communi-
cation scenario where two users Alice and Bob, operating in the
full duplex mode, wish to exchange messages with each other in
the presence of a jammer, James. Alice and Bob simultaneously
transmit their encodings xA and xB over n channel uses. It
is assumed that James can choose his jamming signal s as a
noncausal randomized function of xA ` xB , and the codebooks
used by Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob observe xA`xB ` s, and
must recover each others’ messages reliably. In this article, we
provide upper and lower bounds on the capacity of this channel
which match each other and equal 1

2
log

`

1
2
` SNR

˘

in the high-
SNR regime (where SNR, signal to noise ratios, is defined as
the ratio of the power constraints of the users to the power
constraint of the jammer). We give a code construction based on
lattice codes, and derive achievable rates for large SNR. We also
present upper bounds based on two specific attack strategies
for James. Along the way, sumset property of lattices for the
achievability and general properties of capacity-achieving codes
for memoryless channels for the converse are proved, which might
be of independent interest. The full version of this paper is [1].

I. INTRODUCTION

Our work is motivated by jamming in multiuser wireless
channels. Consider two users Alice and Bob who wish to
exchange independent messages (assumed to be uniformly
distributed in a set of size 2nR) with each other over the
wireless medium. The communications is disrupted by an
adversarial jammer, James, who injects additive noise into
the channel. We assume that all three parties operate in
the full-duplex mode, which means that they are able to
transmit and receive simultaneously. Alice and Bob encode
their messages into n-length sequences xA and xB with real
valued components and are simultaneously transmitted across
the channel. At the same time, James transmits a jamming
sequence s. The channel is additive, and each user gets to
observe y “ xA ` xB ` s. The goal of the two users is to
recover each others’ message reliably from this observation.

The signals transmitted by Alice, Bob and James are re-
quired to satisfy quadratic power constraints of nP, nP , and
nN respectively, i.e., }xA}

2 ď nP, }xB}
2 ď nP, }s}2 ď nN .

We assume that James can select his jamming signal s
as a noncausal function of z – xA ` xB , and also the
codebooks/coding strategies used by Alice and Bob. However,
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James has no additional information about the messages or the
transmitted signals in addition to that revealed by xA`xB and
the users’ codebooks. We call this the pP,Nq quadratically
constrained two-way adversarial channel problem. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

The goal is to design sequences of encoders and decoders
for Alice and Bob such that the probability of error of
decoding the respective messages is vanishing in n. Here, the
randomness is over the encoding processes used by Alice and
Bob, as well as the jamming signal. We say that a rate R
is achievable if there exist sequences of codes for which the
associated probabilities of decoding error is vanishing in n,
and the capacity is the supremum of all achievable rates.

In this paper, we give an upper bound on the capacity.
We show that reliable communication is impossible for N ě

3P {4. For N ă 3P {4, we show that the capacity is upper
bounded by 1

2 log
`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

. We also describe a coding scheme
which shows that for sufficiently large values of P {N , this
bound is achievable.

The problem considered in this paper falls under the general
setup of arbitrarily varying channels (AVCs), introduced in [2].
This framework is a good model for channels where the
noise statistics are arbitrary and unknown, and also where
communication is disrupted by active adversaries. Much of the
literature has focused on point-to-point communication where
Alice wants to send a message to Bob, and James attempts
to jam the transmission. The quadratically constrained point-
to-point AVC (also called the Gaussian AVC) was studied
in [3], who gave upper and lower bounds on the capacity
of the channel under the assumption that James observes
a noiseless version of the transmitted codeword (a.k.a. the
omniscient adversary). Later, [4] and [5] studied the problem
with an “oblivious” James, who knows the codebook, but does
not see the transmitted codeword. They showed that under
an average probability of error metric, the capacity of the
oblivious adversarial channel is equal to 1

2 log
`

1` P
N

˘

when
P ą N and zero otherwise.

Successive works have characterized the error exponent of
the oblivious Gaussian AVC [6], capacity of the oblivious
vector Gaussian AVC [7], and the Gaussian AVC with an
unlimited amount of shared secret key between Alice and
Bob [8]. Sarwate [9], and later Zhang et al. [10] studied the
myopic AVC, where James can choose his jamming vector as a
function of the codebooks and a noisy copy of the transmitted
signal. A related model was studied by in [11], who assumed
that James knows the message, but not the exact codeword1587978-1-7281-6432-8/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE ISIT 2020
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Fig. 1: A quadratically constrained two-way adversarial channel.

transmitted by Alice. Game-theoretic versions of the problems
have also been considered in the literature, including the point-
to-point case [12], with multiple antennas at the transmitter
and receiver [13], and also the two-sender scenario [14]. The
list decoding capacity under the oblivious and omniscient
cases were studied in [15] and [16] respectively.

Multiuser AVCs have received attention only very recently.
Multiple access channels with adversarial jamming were stud-
ied in [17], [18]. The capacity of the relay channel was
analyzed in [19], while [20] gave inner and outer bounds on
the capacity region of the degraded broadcast channel with
side information at the encoder.

The work most related to our paper is that on the discrete-
alphabet two-way additive channel with an adversarial jammer
which was studied in [21]. They showed that for discrete
additive channels over Fq where James’ transmissions must
satisfy a Hamming weight constraint of p, the capacity is
equal to 1 ´ Hqppq. In other words, James can do no worse
(to Bob)1 than transmitting random noise. Many of our ideas
were inspired by this work, and we will elaborate on this in
the coming sections. However, the conclusions that we can
draw about the quadratically constrained case are different. In
particular, the capacity is lower than what we would get if
the noise vector were Gaussian. A game-theoretic version of
the quadratically constrained case we study here was studied
in [22].

II. OVERVIEW OF OUR RESULTS

First consider symmetric case where PA “ PB “ P and
NA “ NB “ N . For a pP,Nq quadratically constrained two-
way adversarial channel, let SNR :“ P {N be the signal-to-
noise ratio. Let CA and CB denote the capacities of Alice and
Bob, respectively. All of our results hold under the worst-case
jamming policy employed by James.

Theorem 1 (Achievability). For a pP,Nq quadratically con-
strained two-way adversarial channel, there exists a function
g with gpδq

δÑ0
ÝÝÝÑ 8, such that given any sufficiently small

constant δ ą 0, if SNR ą gpδq, then both users can achieve
rate 1

2 log
`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

´δ. That is, CA ě
“

1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘‰`
and

CB ě
“

1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘‰`
.

1Said differently, transmitting random noise is James’ optimal policy.

Theorem 2 (Converse). For a pP,Nq quadratically con-
strained two-way adversarial channel, for any sufficiently
small constant δ ą 0, neither of the users can achieve
rate larger than 1

2 log
`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

` δ. That is, CA ď
“

1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘‰`
and CB ď

“

1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘‰`
.

Corollary 3 (Capacity). For a pP,Nq quadratically con-
strained two-way adversarial channel, there exists a function g
with gpδq δÑ0

ÝÝÝÑ 8, such that given any sufficiently small con-
stant δ ą 0, if SNR ą gpδq, then limδÑ0 CA “ limδÑ0 CB “
“

1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘‰`
.

Both our achievability and converse results can be trivially
generalized to the asymmetric case, where the transmissions
of Alice and Bob must satisfy }xA}

2 ď nPA, }xB}
2 ď nPB ,

James can independently jam the received vectors of Alice
and Bob with jamming signals sA and sB which must satisfy
}sA}

2 ď nNA, }sB}
2 ď nNB . Here Alice and Bob respec-

tively receive y
A
“ xA`xB`sA and y

B
“ xA`xB`sB . For

this pPA, PB , NA, NBq quadratically constrained two-way ad-
versarial channel, let SNRA :“ PB{NA and SNRB :“ PA{NB
be the SNRs of user one and two, respectively. Then we have

Corollary 4 (Capacity, asymmetric case). For a
pPA, PB , NA, NBq quadratically constrained two-way
adversarial channel, there exist functions g1, g2 with
gipδq

δÑ0
ÝÝÝÑ 8, i “ 1, 2, such that given any sufficiently

small constants δ1, δ2 ą 0, if SNRA ą g1pδ1q and

SNRB ą g2pδ2q, then CA “
”

1
2 log

´

PA
PA`PB

` PB
NA

¯ı`

and

CB “
”

1
2 log

´

PB
PA`PB

` PA
NB

¯ı`

.

Note that the capacity 1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

vanishes when N ě

2P or SNR ď 1{2. Though the capacity theorem indicates that
1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

is the capacity in high-SNR regime, we do not
believe that this is tight in all regimes. Our intuition comes
from the following improved converse result. We are able to
push the boundary of zero-rate regime inward via certain sym-
metrization strategy which we call z-aware symmetrization.

Theorem 5 (Upper bounds). For a pP,Nq quadratically
constrained two-way adversarial channel, neither of the users
can achieve positive rate if N ą 3P {4, or SNR ă 4{3.

Again, the above theorem can be trivially generalized to the
asymmetric case which reads as follows.1588
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Theorem 6 (Upper bounds). For a pPA, PB , NA, NBq
quadratically constrained two-way adversarial channel, user
one cannot achieve positive rate if NA ą 2PB`PA

4 ; user two
cannot achieve positive rate if NB ą 2PA`PB

4 .

III. TECHNIQUES, RELATED WORK AND PROOF SKETCH

Our ideas are inspired by [21], which characterized the
capacity of the discrete additive two-way channel with a
jammer. They showed that using randomly expurgated linear
codebooks for Alice and Bob achieves the symmetric capacity
1´Hqppq, where Hqppq denotes the q-ary entropy of p. This
implies that James can do no worse (to Bob) than transmitting
random noise. It was also observed that neither linear codes
nor uniformly random codebooks can achieve the capacity of
this channel. Indeed, our codebook design closely mimics [21]:
we use randomly expurgated lattice codebooks.

Unlike the discrete case studied in [21], the setup we study
in this paper poses additional challenges. In our setup, if
the additive noise were random Gaussian with independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) N p0, Nq components, then
the capacity is equal to 1

2 log2

`

1` P
N

˘

. However, we give a
converse to show that the capacity is in fact strictly below
this. An important observation is that the capacity of the
discrete additive adversarial two-way channel is equal to the
list decoding capacity (which also turns out to be the capacity
with random noise). Unlike the discrete case, we show that
the capacity of the pP,Nq quadratically constrained two-way
adversarial channel is (for large values of P {N ) strictly above
the list decoding capacity which equals 1

2 log P
N [23].

1) Proof techniques for upper bound: We provide three
separate converse bounds for this problem by providing three
attack strategies for James:
‚ Clearly, if P ď N , then James can transmit a random

codeword from Alice’s (resp. Bob’s) codebook chosen
independently of everything else. Over the randomness in
the choice of the codeword, Bob (resp. Alice) will then be
unable to distinguish between the codewords transmitted
by Alice (resp. Bob) and James. Hence, the capacity is
zero.

‚ We can improve this to show that the capacity is zero
for N ě 3P {4. James independently selects a ran-
dom codeword x1A from Alice’s codebook and transmits
´ 1

2 pz´ x1Aq whenever he has enough power. With high
probability (w.h.p.), this attack vector satisfies the power
constraint, and Bob receives 0.5xB`0.5pxA`x1Aq. Bob
cannot decide whether xA or x1A was transmitted, and
therefore the probability of error is bounded away from
zero.

‚ In the regime when N ď 3P {4, we define a different
attack for James. He can transmit s “ ´αz ` g, where
g „ N p0, γ2Inq and α, γ are constants that can be opti-
mized over. This instantiates an effective AWGN channel
for Bob (resp. Alice) which implies that the capacity
cannot exceed that of this effective AWGN channel. Upon
optimizing the constants, we get that the capacity cannot
be any larger than 1

2 log
`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

. To prove this, we
analyze general properties of the empirical properties of

capacity-achieving codes for the AWGN channel (which
we call AWGN-good codes) which we believe are novel
results and might be of independent interest. We show
that independent codewords chosen uniformly from any
AWGN-good code are approximately orthogonal w.h.p.

To give a flavour of our proof techniques, we briefly outline
the approach used to prove the second statement.

Lemma 7. For a pP,Nq quadratically constrained two-way
adversarial channel, assume N “ 3P p1 ` εq{4 for some
constant ε ą 0. Then any codebook pair pCA, CBq of sizes
|CA| ě ε

2p1`εq and |CB | ě ε
2p1`εq has average error probabil-

ities Pe,avg,A ě
ε

4p1`εq and Pe,avg,B ě
ε

4p1`εq .

Proof. WLOG we assume that E rxAs “ E rxBs “ 0 where
xA and xB are uniform in CA and CB , respectively.

Define rs “ ´ 1
2 pz´ x1Aq “ ´

1
2 pxA ` xB ´ x1Aq, where x1A

is a random codeword from CA. Define s as follows.

s “

#

rs, }rs}2 ď
?
nN

?
nN rs

}rs}2
, otherwise

.

Define error events E1 :“
 

}rs}2 ą
?
nN

(

, E2 :“ txA “ x1Au.
Under the above jamming strategy, Bob receives y

B
“ 1

2 pxA`

x1Aq`
1
2xB . If rs satisfies power constraint, cancelling his own

signal, Bob effectively receives ry
B
“ 1

2 pxA ` x1Aq. If neither
E1 nor E2 happen, then Bob has no way to distinguish between
xA and x1A and the decoding error probability is at least 1{2
under any decoding rule.

We now formally lower bound the probability of error under
such a jamming strategy.

Pe,B “Pr r pmA ‰mAs

ěPr rt pmA ‰mAu X Ec1 X Ec2s
“Pr rEc1 X Ec2sPr r pmA ‰mA|Ec1 X Ec2s

ě
1

2
p1´ Pr rE1s ´ Pr rE2sq.

First note that Pr rE2s “ 1{|CA| which is at most ε
2p1`εq as

long as |CA| ě 2p1`εq
ε .

We next upper bound Pr rE1s. Suppose N “ 3
4P p1`εq. By

Markov’s inequality, Pr rE1s “ Pr
“

}rs}2 ą
?
nN

‰

ď
Er}rs}22s
nN .

It suffices to upper bound E
”

}rs}
2
2

ı

.

E
”

}rs}
2
2

ı

“ E

«

›

›

›

›

´
1

2
pxA ` xB ´ x1Aq

›

›

›

›

2

2

ff

“
1

4

´

E
”

}xA}
2
2

ı

` E
”

}xB}
2
2

ı

` E
”

›

›x1A
›

›

2

2

ı

` 2E rxxA,xBys

´ 2E
“@

xA,x
1
A

D‰

´ 2E
“@

xB ,x
1
A

D‰

¯

ď
1

4
pnP ` nP ` nP q “ 3nP {4.

Then we get that Pr rE1s ď
3nP {4
nN “ 1

1`ε . Substituting the
above bound back and simplifying, we get the result.

2) Proof techniques for lower bound: Let us briefly summa-
rize the main elements of the achievability proof in [21]. A key
step used is that even after expurgation, James is sufficiently1589
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confused about the transmitted codeword: if CA and CB are the
codebooks obtained by independent random expurgations of
the original linear code C, then |CA`CB | « |CA| and leaks very
little information about the individual codewords to James. As
a consequence, James cannot “push” the transmitted codeword
to the nearest codeword in the corresponding codebook. The
final step is to show that as long as the original code is
list decodable with small list sizes, the expurgated code is
uniquely decodable w.h.p. (over the randomness in the code
expurgation).

Unlike the discrete case, we are not able to prove a
matching lower bound on the capacity for all values of
P,N . We show that for sufficiently large P {N , the capacity
is C “ 1

2 log
`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

. The code for Alice and Bob is
obtained by independently expurgating a lattice code with
spherical shaping (to satisfy power constraint). What makes
the quadratically constrained case more challenging than the
discrete one is that due to the power constraint, the sum of two
codewords leaks information about the individual codewords.
However, if the original lattice code is suitably chosen, then
we can show that James is sufficiently confused. Even then,
following the approach in [21] gets us to only the list decoding
capacity of 1

2 log P
N . To improve the rate, we introduce a proof

technique inspired by [23]. We show that for every attack
vector that James can instantiate, the effective decoding region
is significantly smaller than Bnpy,

?
nNq2 w.h.p. (over the

randomness in the choice of message).
3) Codebook: Let Λ be a lattice obtained by lifting random

linear codes C1 over a prime field Fq via Construction-A3.
Specifically, let G „ Fnˆkq be a uniformly random matrix.
The field size q and dimension k will be fixed later. Define
the random linear code generated by G as C1 “ GFkq .
Define Λ “ 1

qΦpC1q ` Zn, where Φ: Fq Ñ Z is the natural
embedding which maps any field element j P Fq to an
integer j P Z. One can easily check that Λ is indeed a
lattice. Fix some gap-to-capacity factor β ą 0. Scale Λ so
as to ensure

ˇ

ˇΛX Bn
`

0,
?
nP

˘
ˇ

ˇ ě 2
1
2 logp 1

2`
P
N q´hpβq, where

hpβq " β satisfies hpβq
βÑ0
ÝÝÝÑ 0.4 Our lattice code is

finally defined as C :“ Λ X Bn
`

0,
?
nP

˘

. It was shown in
[24] and [25] that for suitably chosen q and k,5 as long as
reffpΛq ě

?
nN2β , w.h.p. over G, Λ is good for covering and

simultaneously
`

1´ N
2P

˘

Λ is p rN,Lq-list-decodable, where
L “ 2Op

1
β log2 1

β q. Here a (sequence of) lattice Λ ď Rn is
said to be good for covering if rcovpΛq{reffpΛq

nÑ8
ÝÝÝÑ 1; and

Λ is said to be pN,Lq-list decodable if for every y P Rn,
ˇ

ˇΛX Bn
`

y,
?
nN

˘
ˇ

ˇ ď L.
Alice’s codebook CA is obtained by independently picking

each vector in C with probability 2´nγ for a sufficiently small
γ ą 0. With high probability over this expurgation process,
the transmission rate6 is at least 1

2 log
`

1` P
N

˘

´ hpβq ´ γ.

2Here Bn pu, rq denotes an n-dimensional Euclidean ball centered around
u of radius r.

3See Appendix A of [1] for preliminaries on Construction-A lattices and
pertinent definitions, e.g., covering/packing radius, etc.

4Since scaling does not affect covering-goodness, with slight abuse of
notation, we use the same Λ to denote the scaled lattice.

5It suffices to take q “ Op1{βq and k “ Opn{ log 1
β
q.

6The rate of a code C is defined as RpCq –
log |C|
n

.

Bob’s codebook CB is obtained in a similar fashion, but the
expurgation process is independent of CA. For the convenience
of future calculations, define rcovpΛq :“

?
nω and reffpΛq :“

?
nτ . We take τ “ N22β . By covering-goodness, ω “ τp1`

εnq for some εn
nÑ8
ÝÝÝÑ 0.

The encoding process is deterministic, and encoder is an
arbitrary deterministic map from the set of messages to the
codebook.

4) Decoding rule: Bob computes pα – 1´
xy
B
,xBy

nP , ry
B

–

y
B
´ p1´ pαqxB and rdec –

c

›

›

›
y
B

›

›

›

2

2
´ 2p1´ pαq

A

y
B
,xB

E

.

If there is a single codeword xA P CAX 1
1´pαB

npry
B
, rdecq, then

the decoder outputs the message associated to xA. Otherwise,
it declares an error. Alice’s decoder operates likewise.

5) Intuition: We provide intuition behind our posterior-
estimation-style decoding rule. All slack factors will be omit-
ted in the rough calculations in this section.

Before proceeding, we would like to remind the readers
of a fact from high dimensional geometry: as long as the
rcovpΛq is sufficiently small, a random lattice point in a ball is
concentrated near the surface of the ball and is approximately
orthogonal to any given vector.

Consider transmission from Alice to Bob. James’ jamming
vector can be generically decomposed into directions parallel
and perpendicular to z, sB “ ´αz`sK “ ´αpxA`xBq`sK,
where sK “ projzKpsBq is orthogonal to z. He has to
choose α so that sB does not violate his power constraint,
}´αxA ´ αxB ` sK}

2
2 « 2α2nP ` }sK}

2
2 ď nN . This

imposes a constrain on α: |α| ď
b

N
2P . Under this de-

composition, Bob’s received word can be written as y
B

–

p1 ´ αqxA ` p1 ´ αqxB ` sK. From James’ view, if z
is typical (i.e., }z}2 P

a

2α2P p1˘ δq), there is a large
number of pairs of codewords pxA,xBq that were potentially
transmitted (i.e., xA`xB “ z). Furthermore, these codewords
are uniformly distributed in a thin strip T near the surface
of Bn

`

0,
?
nP

˘

, orthogonal to z, of radius approximately
a

nP {2. (See Fig. 2 for the geometry.) Hence the value
of

A

y
B
,xB

E

“ xp1´ αqxA ` p1´ αqxB ` sK,xBy is well

concentrated around 0 ` p1 ´ αq }xB}
2
2 ` 0 « p1 ´ αqnP

w.h.p. over message selection. Thereby the value of α that was
chosen by James can be well estimated by Bob via estimator

pα :“ 1´
xy
B
,xBy
nP . Then Bob computes y

B
´p1´pαqxB which

in turn well approximates p1 ´ αqxA ` sK. We now observe
that, once James receives z and instantiates his jamming vector
s based on z, the effective channel to Bob is essentially
ry
B
“ rxA ` sK where sK is fixed, rxA – p1´ αqxA and xA

is uniformly distributed in the strip T X CA. It turns out that
xA and sK are almost orthogonal w.h.p. Let rP :“ p1´αq2P .
Assuming James used up all his power (which is the worst
case for Bob), let rN :“ N ´ 2α2P . For any A Ă Rn, let rA
denote p1 ´ αqA. One can compute the typical radius of the
decoding region induced by rxA P

rT X rCA under the translation
of sK, which turns out to be approximately

b

n
rPĂN
rP`ĂN

. Now
invoking techniques in [21] allows us to show that as long
as rΛ is p rN,Lq list-decodable with constant (independent of
n) list size L, then CA is uniquely decodable with proba-1590
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bility 1 ´ 2´2Ωpnq

over expurgation. Hence the p rP , rNq-list-
decoding capacity 1

2 log
´

rP
rPĂN{p rP`ĂNq

¯

“ 1
2 log

´

1`
rP
ĂN

¯

can
be achieved. Minimizing over James’ choice of α subject to
|α| ď

b

N
2P gives that under the worst jamming strategy that

James can impose, the rate 1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

can be achieved.
(The maximizer α˚ turns out to be N

2P .) This optimization
problem coincides with the one that shows up in our converse.

6) Some key lemmas: We first show that the sum of two
independently and uniformly chosen codewords from C lies in
a thin shell of radius

?
2nP . We call this the typical sumset

of the lattice code.

Lemma 8. Let xA,xB be random lattice points sampled
uniformly and independently from C. Let z :“ xA ` xB . For
any constant δ P p0, 1q, we have

Pr
xA,xB

i.i.d.
„ C

”

}z}2 R
a

2nP p1˘ δq
ı

ď4

˜

a

P p1´ δ2{4q `
?
ω

?
P ´

?
ω

¸n

.

We call z P C ` C typical if }z}2 P
a

2nP p1˘ δq. We also
show that James is sufficiently confused, in the sense that the
number of pairs of pxA, xBq that sum to a received vector in
the typical sumset is large.

Lemma 9. For any z P C ` C in typical sumset,
we have that |tpxA, xBq P C ˆ C : xA ` xB “ zu| ě C1 ¨

2
n
2 plogpP {2´cω,δq`log 1

τ q, where C1 “ C1pP q and cω,δ are
positive constants where cω,δ

ω,δÑ0
ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.

A key idea in the proof is to decompose the jamming
sequence s in directions along and orthogonal to z. We show
that

Lemma 10. Fix s P Sn´1
`

0,
?
nN

˘

. Let xA and xB be two
random lattice points independently and uniformly sampled
from C. Let z :“ xA ` xB and sK :“ projzKpsq. Then the
norm of sK is concentrated around

a

npN ´ 2α2P q w.h.p.
Specifically, for any δ P p0, 1q,

Pr
xA,xB

i.i.d.
„ C

”

}sK}2 R
a

npN ´ 2α2P p1˘ δqq
ı

ď4

˜

a

P p1´ δ2{4q `
?
ω

?
P ´

?
ω

¸n

.

Combined with volume concentration phenomenon in high
dimensions, the above lemmas imply that for any vector in
the typical sumset, most pairs of codewords that sum to this
vector respectively lie in a thin strip T of radius approximately
a

nP {2. It also follows that pairs of codewords from T that
are consistent with z are approximately orthogonal to each
other and have norm close to

?
nP . Furthermore, since a

random codewords in T is almost isotropically distributed,
it is approximately orthogonal to any sK w.h.p.

For this effective channel from rxA to ry
B

, the (normalized)
average (over rxA „ rT X rCA) effective decoding radius r under
sK (which corresponds to the radius

?
nr of the smallest ball

that contains Bnp0,
?
nP q X Bnpry

B
, }sK}2q) is shown to be

approximately equal to rPĂN
rP`ĂN

w.h.p. (over rxA „ rT X rCA).

Fig. 2: The transmitted codewords xA and xB are approxi-
mately orthogonal to each other, and to z w.h.p. Conditioned
on z, xA is uniformly distributed in a thin strip (shown in
pink in the figure). For any attack vector that James chooses,
the effective decoding ball makes a small intersection with
Bnp0,

?
nP q.

Lemma 11. Fix any typical z P C ` C. Fix s P

Sn´1
`

0,
?
nN

˘

. Then Bob’s estimate of the (normalized)
average effective decoding radius r is concentrated around
the underlying typical value rPĂN

rP`ĂN
, i.e., r P rPĂN

rP`ĂN
˘ν for some

arbitrarily small constant ν ą 0.

7) Completing the proof: Since the expurgation factor γ
is sufficiently small, all above lemmas continue to hold with
probability 1 ´ 2´2Ωpnq

after expurgation. Let Tgood (Tbad :“
T zTgood) denote the subset of T in which codewords induce
typical (atypical) radii of decoding regions under sK assuming
these codewords were transmitted. The probability that the
transmitted xA falls into Tbad is exponentially small. For any
of those xA in Tgood X Λ, by list decodability, the number
of codewords in a ball centered around rxA of radius

a

n rN
is at most a constant L. After expurgation (with probability
1 ´ 2´γn), in expectation, the number of codewords in the
decoding ball is at most L2´γn. To get doubly exponential
concentration (which admits a union bound over exponentially
s P Bn

`

0,
?
nN

˘

7), we invoke McDiarmid’s inequality and
show that with probability 1 ´ 2´2Ωpnq

over expurgation, the
fraction of codewords in Tgood that suffer decoding errors
(i.e., there exists another codeword in the decoding ball) is
exponentially small, or, in 1 ´ 2´Ωpnq fraction of decoding
balls induced by codewords in Tgood, there will be no codeword
other than the transmitted one that survived the expurgation.
The analysis is similar to that in [21].

8) Final remark: We do not believe that our bound R “
1
2 log

`

1
2 `

P
N

˘

is the capacity for all SNRs. One of our
converse (Lemma 7) shows that the capacity is 0 if SNR ď 4{3
at which R is positive. We suspect that C is strictly less than
R for small SNRs. Understanding the behaviour of capacity
in the low-rate regime remains an intriguing open question.

7Here we need to quantize s using a covering/net for Bn
´

0,
?
nN

¯

of
exponential size.1591
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